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Main EIC plans in the world 

RHIC è eRHIC 

LHC è LHeC 

CEBAF è MEIC/EIC 

FAIR è ENC 

HERA 
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EIC  is a part of HIAF 
HIAF = Heavy Ion Advanced Facility 



EIC  is a part of HIAF 
HIAF = Heavy Ion Advanced Facility 

EIC detector 



Where is HIAF? 



Where is HIAF? 

HIAF 



   EIC@HIAF Plan 
Ø HIAF main physics goal:  

•  Nuclear structure 
•  High energy density 
•  EIC 

Ø EIC@HIAF Phase-1: ~2019 
•  Both e and p polarized 
•  Energy: 3 electron x 12 proton GeV 
•  Luminosity: at least 4 x 1032cm2/s 
•  This plan is almost vetoed, due to funding shortage 

(only have US$400M for HIAF totally) 
Ø Phase – 1.5: ~2022 
•  We are working on it! 
Ø EIC@HIAF Phase-2: ~2030 
•  About 10 x 100 GeV 



Lepton-Nucleon Facilities 

HIAF 

     EIC@HIAF: e(3 GeV) +p(12 GeV), both polarized, L = 4 x 1032cm2/s  



   EIC@HIAF Kinematics 

A.  EIC@HIAF (3GeV e x 12 GeV p):  x is in region[0.01,0.1]. It’s the best 
region for sea quark study 

B.  The main theme for JLab 12 GeV is the study of the valance quark 
structure (and confinement) 

C.  The main theme for full EIC (eRHIC, ELIC, LHeC…) is to understand 
the gluons 

D.  The energy reach of the EIC@HIAF is higher than JLab 12GeV but 
lower than the full EIC being considered in US (at about the lower end) 



Spin-Flavor Study at EIC@HIAF 

l  Unique opportunity for Δs 
Ø  JLab12 GeV energy not high enough to have clean Δs 

measurements 
l  But, EIC@HIAF, combination of energy and 

luminosity：  
Ø By semi-inclusive DIS, in particular, for Kaons, will help to 

identify strange quark helicity distribution 



TMD Study at EIC@HIAF 

Unique opportunity for TMD in “sea quark” region:  

Ø  reach x ~ 0.01 (JLab12 mainly valence quark region, reach 
x ~ 0.1)   

Ø Semi-inclusive DIS, for charged hadrons,  to measure TMD 
sea quark distributions 

Ø Charm-pair production to measure TMD gluon distributions   



GPD Study at EIC@HIAF 
l  flavor decomposition needs DVMP energy reach Q2 > 5-10 

GeV2 
l  JLab12 energy not high enough to have clean light meson 

deep exclusive process 
l  EIC@HIAF design Significant increases in range for 

DVCS, extending the kinematics covered by Jlab: unique 
opportunity for Deeply virtual meson production (DVMP) 
(pion/Kaon)  



Golden Measurements at EIC@HIAF 

1.  To measure strange quark polarization in kaon Semi-
inclusive DIS production  

2.  TMD Sivers function in Semi-inclusive DIS, Q2 evolution, etc. 
3.  DVCS/DVMP,  to measure quark orbital angular momentum 
4.  Quark propagation in medium to compare with heavy ion 

collisions 
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EIC@HIAF meeting 2013 

l  The 2nd International workshop on QCD and Hadron
 Physics, March 30-April 3, 2013, Lanzhou 

l  The four experiments were re-affirmed as good candidates 
for golden measurements 

l  It was pointed out that adjustability of beam energy is 
needed for flavor separation of GPD study (which is the 
case for EIC@HIAF design) 

l  Two more golden measurements: 
(5) the pi and kaon structure function measurement (Craig Roberts) 
(6) EMC-SRC measurement (Eli) 

l  We decided to do simulation and whitepaper writing at 
once, and should be done before July 2013  
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Simulation Progress 

l  Xiaodong Jiang's group (Los Alamos) has done the sea-
quark polarization simulation 

l  The TMD simulation is done by Gao's group (Duke). The 
plot is being finalized. 

l  The GPD group (Saclay/ODU/JLab) is doing the GPD 
(DVMP with pi/K) simulation, they are trying to produce 
results 

l  Paul Reimer (Argonne) is doing the pion structure function 
simulation. Craig has produced the first draft of a write-up 

l  Xin-Nian Wang (LBNL/CCNU) is doing simulation on parton 
propagation in cold nuclear medium 
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l EIC@HIAF  may reach the same precision with SoLID 
l Exploration of the sea quark Sivers function will provide, for the first time, 
the unique information on the  spin-orbital correlation in the small-x region 
 

The TMD simulation: Projections for SIDIS Asymmetry π+   

By Gao’s group  



Simulated errors for pi structure function 
measurement 

•  Simulated errors for DIS events using a 3 GeV electron 
beam on a 12 GeV proton beam with a luminosity of 5  x 
1032 cm−2 s−1 and 106 s of running. A precise result could be 
obtained on the domain x <= 0.9 19 

By Paul E. Reimer 



Our Future Plan 

l  Whitepaper writing  
Ø  J.P. Chen, J. Qiu, F. Yuan, etc., are working hard on it 
Ø  The first draft will come up very soon 
Ø Chinese version is needed 

l  Physics Simulations and detector simulations. J.P. Chen 
is organizing the six golden experiments simulations.  

l  Needs international community efforts on simulations 
and whitepaper writing! 
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Summary 

l  EIC@HIAF is a machine ideally suited to a number of 
important problems. It opens up a new window to study 
and understand nucleon structure, especially the sea quark 

l  EIC@HIAF is the first step to get to the heart of the most 
interesting problem in fundamental physics today 

l  The Chinese high energy physics community strongly 
support this plan (Weihai 2013 meeting). It proposes to 
combine the EIC and super tau/charm facilities  

l  We need international high energy/nuclear physics 
community to push forward this plan  

Thank you! 


